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The Linux Programmer's Toolbox (Prentice Hall Open Source Software Development Series)Prentice Hall, 2007
Master the Linux Tools That Will Make You a More Productive Programmer
Linux comes with an extraordinary collection of power tools for C and C++ developers. The Linux Programmer's Toolbox helps you leverage all that power and productivity--without mastering endless syntax options, tracking down hard-to-find...
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InDesign CS4 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
InDesign just keeps getting better—and so does this book!

Whether you come from PageMaker®, QuarkXPress®, or InDesign CS3, if you want to make the switch to InDesign CS4, you've come to the right place. This in-depth guide shows you step by step how to get the most out of this innovative software, from better text...
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SQL Server 2012 with PowerShell V3 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	PowerShell is Microsoft's new command-line shell and scripting language that promises to simplify automation and integration across different Microsoft applications and components. Database professionals can leverage PowerShell by utilizing its numerous built-in cmdlets, or using any of the readily available .NET classes, to automate...
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Windows Server 2012 Pocket ConsultantMicrosoft Press, 2012

	
	
		Welcome to Windows Server 2012 Pocket Consultant. Over the years, I’ve written
	
		about many different server technologies and products, but the one
	
		product I like writing about the most is Microsoft Windows Server. For anyone transitioning
	
		to Windows Server 2012 from an earlier release of Windows Server,...
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Beginning Microsoft SQL Server 2008 AdministrationWrox Press, 2009
SQL Server 2008 introduces many new features that will change database administration procedures; many DBAs will be forced to migrate to SQL Server 2008. This book teaches you how to develop the skills required to successfully administer a SQL Server 2008 database; no prior experience is required. The material covers system installation and...
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Pro Windows PowerShellApress, 2008
I remember the first time I got to play with Windows PowerShell—I had some spare time on my hands, and after reading a blog post, I quickly set off to download the unofficial pre-release bits that were available at the time. I originally had very low expectations about the tool—all I wanted was a shell that is up to par with its UNIX...
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Business Process Technology: A Unified View on Business Processes, Workflows and Enterprise ApplicationsSpringer, 2010

	In the last decade there has been an explosion of interest in the modeling and automation of business processes, and competence in this area is seen as increasingly critical to business competitiveness and stability. However, this has lead to a parallel explosion in solution approaches and technologies leading to a state-of-the-art that is...
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Mastering PowerShellPackt Publishing, 2015

	Master the art of automating and managing your Windows environment using PowerShell


	About This Book

	
		Construct scripts by following proven best practices to automate redundant tasks
	
		Delve into real-world examples to understand how to simplify the management of your Windows environment

...
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Macs All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2012

	The ultimate beginner resource for learning the key features and tools of your Mac


	Macs are easy to use, but this guide helps you take advantage of all the cool features and make the most of your Mac. Fully updated, it covers the newest operating system, as well as the latest versions of iLife and iWork. The featured...
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The Outlook Answer Book: Useful Tips, Tricks, and Hacks for Microsoft Outlook 2003Addison Wesley, 2005
Discover many useful customizations you can do with Outlook to  improve efficiency both at home and on the job.

Get more out of Outlook! The Outlook  Answer Book brings together hundreds of bite-size tips and tricks for  saving time, using Outlook more efficiently,...
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OS X Lion Made SimpleApress, 2011

	So you have your brand new Mac, or perhaps you've upgraded to Lion on an existing desktop or laptop. Now what? OS X Lion Made Simple will guide you through all of the new features of Lion, as well as provide a thorough tour of the features and applications that are OS X standards. You'll discover how to make the most of...
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Hands-On Penetration Testing with Python: Enhance your ethical hacking skills to build automated and intelligent systemsPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Implement defensive techniques in your ecosystem successfully with Python

	
		Key Features

		
			Identify and expose vulnerabilities in your infrastructure with Python
	
			Learn custom exploit development
	
			Make robust and powerful cybersecurity tools with Python

...
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